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REGION BUILDING
Ludger Kühnhardt, Center for European Integration Studies,
Bonn University

“Although regional integration has been theorized and substan-
tial empirical research has been done on individual cases of
regional integration in different parts of the world, this book
provides an excellent survey of these projects. Moreover, it does
so in a conceptually sophisticated manner by using a common
analytical framework and narrative structure for all case studies
throughout the survey which allows the drawing of some major
comparative conclusions in the last chapters.”

Wolfram Kaiser, University of Portsmouth

The regional structures and integration schemes emerging in most
regions of the world are deepening their ambitions, with Europe’s
integration experience often used as an experimental template or
theoretical model. Volume I provides a political-analytical frame-
work with strong empirical evidence, and the documents assem-
bled in Volume II give the best available overview of the legal and
political evolution of region-building based on official documents
and stated objectives. Together, these volumes are important con-
tributions for understanding the evolution of global affairs in an
age when power shifts provide new challenges and opportunities
for transatlantic partners and the world community.

Vol. I: The Global Proliferation of Regional Integration
June 2010, 512 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-654-2 Hardback $120.00/£80.00

Vol. II: Regional Integration in the World: Documents
June 2010, 384 pages
ISBN 978-84545-1-655-9 Hardback $120.00/£80.00

UNITED IN DISCONTENT
Local Responses to Cosmopolitanism and Globalization
Edited by Dimitrios Theodossopoulos, University of Bristol and
Elisabeth Kirtsoglou, University of Durham

“This is one of the best collections on the theme of globalisa-
tion I have come across in a very long time. It does an excellent
job of drawing out a number of important theoretical issues
through a wide ranging examination of particular ethnographic
cases.” Stephen Lyon, Durham University

In local contexts around the world the concepts globalization and
cosmopolitanism are often discussed in a disapproving, almost dis-
paraging manner.  In everyday conversation, the imprecision of
these two terms advances ideological and political resistance.
Paradoxically, the emerging anti-globalization and counter-cos-
mopolitan movements benefit from the wider circulation of ideas
fostered by global processes.  This volume documents how com-
munities at the peripheries of political power are inspired by or
take advantage of the globalised media to reach out and present
themselves to the world and seek out new, mutually sympathetic
alliances.  

Available, 194 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-630-6 Hardback $60.00/£35.00

NEW SERIES
CEDLA LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
Published in Association with the Centre for Latin American
Research and Documentation (CEDLA), Amsterdam

CEDLA is an inter-university centre for research and documentation on
Latin America located in Amsterdam whose series represents the
results of original research on Latin America in the field of the Social
Sciences, understood in a broad sense to include History, Economics
and Geography.   

Volume 1
LATIN AMERICA FACING CHINA
South-South Relations beyond the Washington Consensus
Edited by Alex E. Fernández Jilberto, University of Amsterdam,
and Barbara Hogenboom, Centre for Latin American Research
and Documentation (CEDLA)

“[A] crucial contribution to Latin American Studies on a subject
of ever increasing urgency. From a political economy perspective
this sophisticated yet accessible volume covers the waterfront of
major domestic and international relations issues raised by
China’s growing influence in the region.”

Eduardo Silva, University of Missouri at St. Louis

Based on several case studies, this volume assesses how China’s
rise—one of the most important recent changes in the global
economy—is affecting Latin America’s national politics, political
economy, and regional and international relations.

August 2010, 224 pages, 15 ills, 23 tables bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-739-6 Hardback $75.00/£44.00

NEW SERIES
FOUNDATIONS IN ASIA PACIFIC STUDIES
Editors: Malcolm Cooper, Vice President, International
Cooperation and Research, and Jerry Eades, Dean of Asia Pacific
Studies, both at Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University

The Asia Pacific Region is establishing itself as the new center of the
world economy in the 21st Century. This series documents its rise and
examines its structure through accessible accounts from leading social
science experts and perspectives from inside and outside the region.

Volume 1
CHINA AND OCEANIA
Towards a New Regional Order
Edited by Terence Wesley-Smith, University of Hawai`i and
Edgar A. Porter, Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University, Japan

“[This volume] is not just timely, but it resides in a field where
interest is growing strongly. For any University course teaching
China’s foreign relations, it would comprise a highly recommend-
ed source – in particular for any component dealing with China’s
relations with the developing world.”

Roderic Alley, Victoria University of Wellington

It is important to see China’s activities in the Pacific Islands, not
just in terms of a specific set of interests, but in the context of
Beijing’s recent efforts to develop a comprehensive foreign policy
that is global in scope. This groundbreaking study of China’s “soft
power” initiatives offers, for the first time, perspectives of schol-
ars and diplomats who come from Oceania, North American, China
and Japan. 

March 2010, 240 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-632-0 Paperback $39.95/£25.00
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THE POLITICS OF EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP
Social Rights, Migration and Political Economy
Peo Hansen, Linköping University and Sandy Brian Hager,
York University  

“In contrast to most books on EU citizenship this book is a page-
turner until the end. I found myself varyingly intrigued, annoyed,
and challenged. This is what a book should be. It is provocative,
almost polemical, and should get noticed.”   

Randall Hansen, University of Toronto

“This volume offers an intriguing, thought-provoking argu-
ment…The subfield of EU studies has become so over-specialized
that we could really use more texts of this nature”.

Joyce Mushaben, University of Missouri-St.Louis

As the European Union faces the ongoing challenges of legitima-
cy, identity, and social cohesion, an understanding of the social
purpose and direction of EU citizenship becomes increasingly vital.
This book is the first of its kind to map the development of EU
citizenship and its relation to various localities of EU governance. 

July 2010, 240 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-85656-733-4 Hardback $70.00/£40.00

A EUROPEAN MEMORY?
Contested Histories and Politics of Remembrance
Edited by Małgorzata Pakier, European University Institute in
Florence and Bo Stråth, Helsinki University

“As the most comprehensive scholarly venture to use the memo-
ry concept for a broad assessment of the dark legacies of
Nazism, Communism, and World War II for a common European
identity, the volume has no equal.” 

Frank Trommler, University of Pennsylvania

The citizens’ rejection of the European constitution in 2005
demonstrates a lack of understanding of the historical complexity
of Europe’s past and so the authors argue that a critical European
history is urgently needed, where Europe is seen not as a harmo-
nious continent but as the outcome of violent and bloody con-
flicts, both within Europe as well as with its Others. 

Volume 6, Contemporary European History
February 2010, 352 pages, 6 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-621-4 Hardback $100.00/£60.00

MARKETS AND CIVIL SOCIETY
The European Experience in Comparative Perspective
Edited by Victor Perez-Diaz, Complutense University of Madrid

"Markets and Civil Society examines the complex interactions
between the economic institutions and the system of voluntary
organizations in liberal democracies, as well as the political con-
sequences of these interactions. Overall, this volume is a major
addition to the literature on civil society."

Carlos Waisman, University of California

The contributors to this volume offer perspectives from various
disciplines (the social sciences, conceptual history, law, econom-
ics) and from several European countries in order to explore the
ways in which markets influence various forms of civil society,
such as individual freedom, social cohesion, economic effective-
ness and democratic governance, and influence the construction
of a civil society in a broader sense.

Volume 5, European Civil Society
Available, 278 pages, 12 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-607-8 Hardback $95.00/£58.00

THE RADICAL RIGHT IN SWITZERLAND
Continuity and Change, 1945-2000
Damir Skenderovic, University of Fribourg

"...Skenderovic's brilliantly written and persuasively argued book
will have a deep impact on the historiography and the political
analysis of Switzerland."             Dr. Jakob Tanner, Zurich University 

“It is a 'must read' for those interested in both the radical right
and the demise of Swiss political consensus.”

Roger Eatwell, University of Bath

“This book is an intellectual tour de force, an important achieve-
ment, and a real breakthrough in the study of Swiss politics.”

Martin A. Schain, NYU 

There has been a tendency amongst scholars to view Switzerland
as a unique case, and comparative scholarship on the radical right
has therefore shown little interest in the country. Yet, as the
author convincingly argues, there is little justification for main-
taining the notion of Swiss exceptionalism, and excluding the
Swiss radical right from cross-national research. His book presents
the first comprehensive study of the development of the radical
right in Switzerland since the end of the Second World War.

Available, 470 pages, 4 figs, 26 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-580-4 Hardback $90.00/£55.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK!

JOURNEYS THROUGH FASCISM
Italian Travel-Writing between the Wars
Charles Burdett, Bristol University

“…a fascinating book on Italian travel writing of the Fascist 
period.” Times Literary Supplement 

“…this is a highly recommended book for those wishing to
expand their knowledge of the cultural and political roles of
travel writing, as well as…areas of ambiguity prevailing among
Italian elites under Fascism.” 

Journal of Contemporary European Studies

"[a]smoothly written, thoughtful study" H-Net 

During the twenty years of Mussolini’s rule a huge number of
travel texts were written of journeys made during the interwar
period to the sacred sites of Fascist Italy, Mussolini’s newly con-
quered African empire, Spain during the Civil War, Nazi Germany,
Communist Russia and the America of the New Deal. Examining
these observations by writers and journalists, the author throws
new light on the evolving ideology of Fascism, how it was experi-
enced and propagated by prominent figures of the time; how the
regime created a utopian vision of the Roman past and the impe-
rial future; and how it interpreted the attractions and dangers of
other totalitarian cultures. 

Volume 7, Remapping Cultural History
Available, 280 pages, 25 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-716-7 Paperback $32.50/£19.50
ISBN 978-1-57181-540-8 Hardback $90.00/£53.00 [2007]
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POST-COMMUNIST NOSTALGIA
Edited by Maria Todorova and Zsuzsa Gille, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

“These lively essays make for the rare collection that is greater
than the sum of its parts...they upend the standard ‘diagnosis of
nostalgia’ found across the former Soviet bloc, refuting the pop-
ular conception that Eastern Europeans are somehow haunted by
the past, and illustrating the repertoire of contemporary post-
socialist cultural politics at its most sophisticated.”  

Bruce Grant, New York University

Although the end of the Cold War was greeted with great enthusi-
asm by people in the East and the West, the ensuing social and
especially economic changes did not always result in the hoped-for
improvements in people’s lives. This led to widespread disillusion-
ment that can be observed today all across Eastern Europe. In this
volume scholars from multiple disciplines explore the various fasci-
nating aspects of this nostalgic turn and argue persuasively that
this nostalgia should not be seen as a wish to restore the past but
should be recognized as part of a more complex healing process.

May 2010, ca 264 pages, 5 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-671-9 Hardback $80.00/£48.00

POSTSOCIALIST EUROPE
Anthropological Perspectives from Home
Edited by László Kürti, University of Miskolc and Peter
Skalník, University of Pardubice

Now that nearly twenty years have passed since the collapse of
the Soviet bloc there is a need to understand what has taken
place since that historic date and where we are at the moment.
Bringing together authors with different historical, cultural,
regional and theoretical backgrounds, this volume engages in
debates that address new questions arising from recent develop-
ments, such as whether there is a need to reject or uphold the
notion of post-socialism as both a necessary and valid concept
ignoring changes and differences across both time and space.

Volume 10, EASA Series
Available, 336 pages, 15 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-474-6 Hardback $85.00/£50.00

STATE COLLAPSE AND RECONSTRUCTION IN THE
PERIPHERY
Political Economy, Ethnicity and Development in Yugoslavia,
Serbia and Kosovo
Jens Stilhoff Sörensen, Swedish Institute of International
Affairs, Gothenburg University

In the 1990s, Yugoslavia, which had once been a role model for
development, became a symbol for state collapse, external inter-
vention and post-war reconstruction. Today the region has two
international protectorates, contested states and borders, severe
ethnic polarization and minority concerns. In this first in-depth
critical analysis of international administration, aid and reconstruc-
tion policies in Kosovo, Jens Stilhoff Sörensen argues that the
region must be analyzed as a whole, and that the process of
state collapse and recent changes in aid policy must be interpret-
ed in connection to the wider transformation of the global politi-
cal economy and world order.

Available, 332 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-560-6 Hardback $95.00/£58.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK!

ENDURING SOCIALISM
Explorations of Revolution and Transformation, Restoration
and Continuation
Edited by Harry G. West and Parvathi Raman, both of the
School of Oriental and African Studies

Against the historical backdrop of successive socialist and post-
socialist claims to have completely remade society, the contribu-
tors to this volume explore the complex and often paradoxical
continuities between diverse post-socialist presents and their cor-
responding socialist and pre-socialist pasts. The chapters focus on
ways in which: pre-socialist economic, political, and cultural forms
in fact endured an era of socialism and have found new life in the
post-socialist present, notwithstanding revolutionary socialist
claims; continuities with a pre-socialist past have been produced
within the historical imaginary of post-socialism; and socialist eco-
nomic, political, and cultural forms have in fact endured in a pur-
portedly post-socialist era, despite the claims of neo-liberal
reformers.

Available, 286 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-713-6 Paperback $34.95/£21.00 
ISBN 978-1-84545-464-7 Hardback $95.00/£55.00 [2008]

CONTESTED NATIONALISM
Serb Elite Rivalry in Croatia and Bosnia in the 1990s
Nina Caspersen, Lancaster University

“Empirically, the book makes a major contribution to the study
of intra-Serb relations and rivalries during the wars in Croatia
and Bosnia...It constructs a new theoretical framework that will
allow for more nuanced and accurate explanations of intra-ethnic
competition and inter-ethnic conflicts.”

Peter Viggo Jakobsen, University of Copenhagen

‘Only unity saves the Serbs’ is the famous call for unity in the
Serb nationalist doctrine. But even though most of the Serb lead-
ers in Croatia and Bosnia ideologically adhered to this doctrine,
disunity characterised Serb politics during the Yugoslav disintegra-
tion and war. Nationalism was contested and nationalist claims to
homogeneity did not reflect the reality of Serb politics. This book
provides a comprehensive analysis of Serb politics and challenges
widespread assumptions regarding the Yugoslav conflict and war.
It finds that although Slobodan Miloševic´ played a highly signifi-
cant role, he was not always able to control the local Serb 
leaders.

Volume 6, Ethnopolitics
Available, 220 pages, 7 tables, bibliog, index
ISBN 978-1-84545-726-6 Hardback $75.00/£44.00

EUROPE



THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF GERMANY UNDER
CHANCELLORS KOHL AND SCHRÖDER
Decline of the German Model?
Jeremy Leaman, Loughborough University

"makes an important addition to the scholarly literature.”
Ray Stokes, Glasgow University 

While unification has undoubtedly had major effects on Germany's
political economy, the pattern of current policy-making prefer-
ences was established at an earlier stage, in particular, at the
beginning of the 'Kohl-era' in 1982. This essentially neo-liberal
pattern can be seen to have dominated the modalities chosen to
guide Germany through the process of unification and was mir-
rored in developments in other OECD countries and in particular
within the EU. This book demonstrates that the three policy
imperatives (neo-liberal structural reform, European monetary
integration, and unification) produced a policy-mix which, togeth-
er with other structural economic and demographic factors, has
had disappointing results in all three areas and hampered
Germany's overall economic development. 

Volume 29, Monographs in German History
Available, 238 pages, 22 figs, 45 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-601-6 Hardback $80.00/£50.00

THE PLANS THAT FAILED
An Economic History of East Germany, 1945–1989 
André Steiner, University of Potsdam
Translated from the German by Ewald Osers

“So far there has been a dearth of studies on the economic his-
tory of the GDR, unlike the recent surge of general historical
accounts. Based on an exceptional knowledge of the literature
and well supported by a number of key, so far unpublished, doc-
uments, this book fills the gap. André Steiner fully succeeds in
his attempt, managing to produce from highly complex material a
very accessible text for a wide readership without sacrificing
analytical quality.” H-Soz-u-Kult

The establishment of the Communist social model in one part of
Germany was a result of international postwar developments, of
the Cold War waged by East and West, and of the resultant parti-
tion of Germany. As the author argues, the GDR’s “new” society
was deliberately conceived as a counter-model to the liberal and
market-regulated system. Although the hopes connected with this
alternative system turned out to be misplaced and the planned
economy may be thoroughly discredited today, it is important to
understand the context in which it developed and failed. This
study offers an in-depth exploration of the GDR economy’s start-
ing conditions and the obstacles to growth it confronted during
the consolidation phase. 

Volume 13, Studies in German History 
September 2010, 228 pages, 15 figs, bibliog, index
ISBN 1-978-84545-748-8 Hardback $60.00/£35.00

THE ECONOMICS OF OSTPOLITIK
Origins of NATO’s Energy Dilemma
Werner Lippert, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

“The book addresses an important subject (‘détente’) and one in
which there is considerable interest…It does a good job of bal-
ancing politics, economics, and the personalities/mindsets of the
principal figures (Brandt, Nixon, and Kissinger).” 

Robert Mark Spaulding, University of North Carolina

Despite everyone’s agreement that economic diplomacy played a
crucial role in ending the Cold War, very little research has been
done on the economic diplomacy surrounding the crucial decades
of the 1970s and 1980s. This book explores the complex inter-
weaving of East/West political and economic diplomacies in the
pursuit of détente. The focus is German chancellor Willy Brandt’s
Ostpolitk and how its success was rooted in the usage of energy
trade and high tech exchanges with the Soviet Union. His policies
and visions are being contrasted with those of U.S. President
Richard Nixon and the Realpolitik of Henry Kissinger. The ultimate
failure to coordinate these rivaling détente policies and the result-
ing divide on how to deal with the Soviet Union left NATO with an
energy dilemma between American and European partners that
has resurfaced in the 21st century with Russia’s politicization of
energy trade. This book is a “must” for anyone interested in
exploring the interface of international diplomacy, economic inter-
est, and alliance cohesion.

September 2010, 252 pages, 11 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-750-1 Hardback $85.00/£50.00

POWER AND SOCIETY IN THE GDR, 1961-1979
The 'Normalisation of Rule'?
Edited by Mary Fulbrook, University College London

The communist German Democratic Republic, founded in 1949 in
the Soviet-occupied zone of post-war Germany is, for many peo-
ple, epitomized by the Berlin Wall; Soviet tanks and surveillance
by the secret security police, the Stasi, appear to be central. But
is this really all there is to the GDR¹s history? A fragile stability
emerged in a period characterized by 'consumer socialism', inter-
national recognition and détente. By exploring the ways in which
people at the grass roots contributed to the formation and trans-
formation of the GDR ¬the contributors collectively develop a
more complex approach to the history of East Germany.

Available, 348 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-435-7 Hardback $95.00/£58.00

FRIENDLY ENEMIES 
Britain and the GDR, 1949-1990
Stefan Berger, University of Manchester and Norman
LaPorte, University of Glamorgan

During the Cold War, Britain had an astonishing number of con-
tacts and connections with one of the Soviet Bloc’s most hard-
line regimes: the German Democratic Republic. The left wing of
the British Labour Party and the Trade Unions often had closer
ties with communist East Germany than the Communist Party of
Great Britain (CPGB). Based on their extensive knowledge of the
documentary sources, the authors provide the first comprehensive
study of Anglo-East German relations in this surprisingly under-
researched field of study. They examine the complex motivations
underlying different political groups’ engagement with the GDR.

May 2010, 364 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-697-9 Hardback $90.00/£53.00
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ECONOMIC PERSUASIONS
Edited by Stephen Gudeman, University of Minnesota

As the transition from socialism to a market economy gathered
speed in the early 1990s, many people proclaimed the final suc-
cess of capitalism as a practice and neoliberal economics as its
accompanying science. But with the uneven achievements of the
“transition”—the deepening problems of “development,” persistent
unemployment, the widening of the wealth gap, and expressions
of resistance—the discipline of economics is no longer seen as a
mirror of reality or as a unified science. In this book, international
scholars adopt a rhetorical perspective in order to make sense of
material life and the theories about it. 

Volume 3, Studies in Rhetoric and Culture 
Available, 238 pages, 3 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-436-4 Hardback $85.00/£53.00

ECONOMY'S TENSION
The Dialectics of Community and Market
Stephen Gudeman, University of Minnesota

“Few other anthropologists have such a grasp of [economic]
theory, and in the present work he illuminates not only the ten-
sion between community and market, but also that between
anthropology and economics.” JRAI

"This book is must reading for social scientists, particularly for
economists."   Stephen Marglin, Harvard University, and author of The
Dismal Science: How Thinking Like an Economist Undermines Community

Why are we obsessed with calculating our selections? The author
argues that competitive trade nurtures calculative reason, which
provides the ground for most discourses on economy. But market
descriptions of economy are incomplete. Drawing on a range of
materials from small ethnographic contexts to global financial
markets, the author shows that economy is dialectically made up
of two value realms, termed mutuality and impersonal trade.

Available, 196 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-514-9 Hardback $49.95/£25.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK!

REPRODUCING CLASS
Education, Neoliberalism, and the Rise of the New Middle
Class in Istanbul
Henry J. Rutz and Erol M. Balkan, Hamilton College

“...a fresh and an important contribution …this book presents an
ethnographically rich and conceptually strong account of recent
transformations in the educational field and their implications for
class relations in Turkey.” Middle East Journal 

Middle classes are by definition ambiguous, raising all sorts of
paradoxical questions, perceived and real, about their power and
place relative to those above and below them in a class-structured
society. Focusing on families of the new middle class in Istanbul,
the authors of this study address questions about the social con-
struction of middle-class reality in the context of the rapid
changes that have come about through recent economic growth
in global markets and the global diffusion of information 
technology. 

April 2010, 156 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-562-0 Hardback $70.00/£40.00 [2009]
ISBN 978-1-84545-780-8 Paperback $29.95/£17.50

MADE IN SHEFFIELD
An Ethnography of Industrial Work and Politics
Massimiliano Mollona, Goldsmiths College

In 1900, Sheffield was the tenth largest city in the world. Cutlery
“made in Sheffield” was used across the globe, and the city built
armored plate for the navy in the run-up to the First World War.
Today, however, Sheffield’s derelict Victorian shop floors and
industrial buildings are hidden behind new leisure developments
and shopping centers. Based on an extended period of research in
two local steel factories, this book combines a lively, descriptive
account with a wide-ranging critique of post-industrial capitalism. 

Volume 5, Dislocations
Available, 212 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-551-4 Hardback $75.00/£48.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK!

CHANGING PROPERTIES OF PROPERTY
Edited by Keebet von Benda-Beckmann, Max Planck Institute,
Franz von Benda-Beckmann, Max Planck Institute and
Melanie Wiber, University of New Brunswick

“…great number of contributions…complement each other well,
with many cross references…” Verfassung und Recht in Übersee

“The volume represents an excellent model for what may be
considered a constant duty of the researcher…something that
the contributors to this volume accomplished with success, thus
opening new paths in property analysis.”    Social Anthropology 

As an important contribution to debates on property theory and
the role of law in creating, disputing, defining and refining prop-
erty rights, this volume provides new theoretical material on prop-
erty systems, as well as new empirically grounded case studies of
the dynamics of property transformations. The property claimants
discussed in these papers represent a diverse range of actors,
including post-socialist states and their citizens, those receiving
restitution for past property losses in Africa, Southeast Asia and in
eastern Europe, collectives, corporate, and individual actors. The
volume thus provides a comprehensive anthropological analysis
not only of property structures and ideologies, but also of proper-
ty (and its politics) in action.

Available, 376 pages, 5 figs, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-139-4 Hardback $89.95/£53.00 [2006]
ISBN 978-1-84545-727-3 Paperback $34.95/£21.00

DIAMONDS AND WAR
State, Capital, and Labor in British-Ruled Palestine
David De Vries, Tel Aviv University

Based on previously unexamined historical documents, this book is
the first in English to tell the story of the formation of one of the
world’s main strongholds of diamond production and trade in
Palestine during the 1930s and 1940s. The history of the dia-
mond-cutting industry is discussed as a social history embedded in
the international political economy of its times; the genesis of the
industry in Palestine is placed on a broad continuum within the
geographic and economic dislocations of Dutch, Belgian, and
German diamond-cutting centers. This book unravels the Middle-
eastern pattern of state intervention in private capital and recasts
this craft culture’s inseparability from international politics during
a period of war and transformation of empire. 

March 2010, 384 pages, 19 tbls, 10 figures, 10 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-633-7 Hardback $95.00/£58.00
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INDIA'S ECONOMIC FUTURE
Education, Energy and Environment
Edited by Manmohan Agarwal, Jawaharlal Nehru University

This book analyses the prospects for maintaining a high rate of
growth in the Indian economy. Constraints to achieving this goal
are the poor state of the infrastructure and the need to acceler-
ate the rate of productivity growth. Macro stability is necessary to
maintain high rates of investment a pre-requisite for rapid growth.
A desire for equity is a strong feature of policy making in India
and in recent years, this has taken the shape of reservations in
jobs and institutions of higher education. 

Available, 300 pages 
ISBN 978-8-18735-817-6 Hardback $80.00/£47.00

THE POLITICS AND CULTURE OF GLOBALISATION
India and Australia
Edited by Hans Löfgren, Deakin University and Prakash
Sarangi, University of Hyderabad 

"An important contribution to the critical discourse on globaliza-
tion…a unique Indo-Australian intellectual endeavour grappling
incisively with deeper issues of philosophy and policy in the con-
temporary world."

Manoranjan Mohanty, Council for Social Development, New Delhi 

"… a valuable addition to critical readings on globalisation… " 
Subrata K Mitra, University of Heidelberg

"It will be a very useful volume for all the graduate students
who are trying to understand [the] complex and multi faceted
nature of the phenomenon of globalisation."

Rajen Harshe, Vice Chancellor, University of Allahabad 

India and Australia are linked historically through British colonial-
ism and today grapple with both similar and starkly different chal-
lenges flowing from changes in the global environment. This edit-
ed book presents analyses and empirical studies of the present
wave of neo-liberal globalization, ranging across philosophical,
political and cultural themes. It brings together Australian and
Indian experts in the fields of political science, international rela-
tions, philosophy, cultural theory and political economy. 

Available, 358 pages
ISBN 978-8-18735-822-0 Hardback $90.00/£55.00

THE EVERYDAY POLITICS OF LABOUR
Working Lives in India's Informal Economy
Geert De Neve, University of Sussex

“With this book, de Neve has established himself as a skilled
analyst, able to relate the fine detail of workers’ daily lives to
the big debates about development and progress.” JRAI 

Following increased integration in global economic networks,
some of India's informal sectors have expanded drastically in
recent decades and are employing an increasing number of the
country's working population. This book presents a powerful cri-
tique of the simplified representations that portray workers' poli-
tics in this informal sector as marked by low levels of class con-
sciousness, limited abilities for resistance, and ruled by 'primor-
dial' relations of caste, kinship and patronage. This study will be
of interest to students of economy, politics, sociology and social
anthropology as well as scholars of development studies. 

Available, 368 pages, 15 tables, 1 fig, 3 maps, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-8-18735-818-3 Hardback $90.00/£55.00

GLOBALIZATION AND THE MILLENNIUM
DEVELOPMENT
Goals: Negotiating the Challenge
Edited by Manmohan Agarwal and Amit Shovon Ray,
Jawaharlal Nehru University

Globalization is a controversial subject. While some argue that it
promotes economic growth that translates into social progress,
others believe that it is detrimental to social advancement. There
is a broad consensus in the international community that all
states should be urged to improve their social conditions, a posi-
tion most strongly articulated in the Millennium Development
Goals (MDG) declaration of the United Nations. This volume brings
together conceptual and empirical insights into the interaction of
globalization and the social sectors, focusing especially on the
MDGs. 

Available, 290 pages, 2 figures, 65 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-8-18735-832-9 Hardback $80.00/£47.00

OF RELATED INTEREST

THE MIRAGE OF CHINA
Anti-Humanism, Narcissism, and Corporeality of the
Contemporary World
Xin Liu, University of California at Berkeley

Today’s world is one marked by the signs of digital capitalism and
global capitalist expansion, and China is increasingly being inte-
grated into this global system of production and consumption. As
a result, China’s immediate material impact is now felt almost
everywhere in the world; however, the significance and process of
this integration is far from understood. This study shows how the
a priori categories of statistical reasoning came to be reborn and
relived in the People’s Republic—as essential conditions for the
possibility of a new mode of knowledge and governance.

Volume 5, Culture and Politics/Politics and Culture
Available, 222 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-545-3 Hardback $80.00/£45.00
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CLASS, CONTENTION AND A WORLD IN MOTION
Edited by Winnie Lem, Trent University and Pauline Gardiner
Barber, Dalhousie University

“This book represents a superb edited collection…make[s] a
major contribution to the literatures on migration and
industrial/service work under contemporary capitalist conditions
of labor and neoliberal globalization.”  

Donald M. Nonini, University of North Carolina

“The authors challenge currently dominant approaches to migra-
tion, and offer important ways to move between the individual
experience and the structure of the world system.” 

Alan Smart, University of Calgary

Prevailing scholarship on migration tends to present migrants as
the objects of history, subjected to abstract global forces or to
concrete forms of regulation imposed by state and supra state
organizations. This volume, by contrast, focuses on migrants as
subjects of history who not only react but also act to engage with
and transform their worlds.  

Volume 8, Dislocations
June 2010, 224 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-686-3 Hardback $60.00/£35.00

CRISIS OF THE STATE
War and Social Upheaval
Edited by Bruce Kapferer and Bjørn Enge Bertelsen,
University of Bergen

Analyzing both historical contexts and geographical locations, this
volume explores the continuous reformation of state power and its
potential in situations of violent conflict. The state, otherwise
understood as an abstract and transcendent concept in many works
on globalization in political philosophy, is instead located and ana-
lyzed here as an embedded part of lived reality. Through the exami-
nation of these particular empirical settings of war or war-like situ-
ations, the book further argues for the continued importance of
the state in shifting social and political circumstances. 

Available, 320 pages, 6 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-583-5 Hardback $90.00/£55.00

REMEMBERING VIOLENCE
Anthropological Perspectives on Intergenerational Transmission
Edited by Nicolas Argenti, Brunel University and Katharina
Schramm, Martin-Luther University

"This is a rich and stimulating collection...an excellent antidote to
simplistic medical or psychological approaches to the long-term
effects of violence on victims and their families."

Paul Antze, York University, Toronto

"[A] timely and important collection that brings together a num-
ber of current literatures in anthropology and memory studies."

Stuart McLean, University of Minnesota 

Comparatively little research has been done on the transgenera-
tional effects of trauma and the means by which experiences are
transmitted from person to person across time to become intrinsic
parts of the social fabric.  This volume sheds new light on the role
of memory in constructing popular histories – or historiographies –
of violence in the absence of, or in contradistinction to, authorita-
tive written histories. 

Available, 274 pages, illus., tables, bibliog.
ISBN 978-1-84545-624-5 Hardback $90.00/£53.00

TRANSNATIONAL FAMILIES, MIGRATION 
AND GENDER
Moroccan and Filipino Women in Bologna and Barcelona
Elisabetta Zontini, Oxford University & South Bank University

“The book is an excellent and well constructed contribution to
the literature on migration, families and gender. It has got some
really superb empirical material in it, based on the case studies
in Bologna and Barcelona, and it weaves that material together
with the broader scholarship and research in this field.” 

John Solomos, City University of London

“It makes a welcome addition to the growing debates on gender,
migration and transnational families. The main strength lies in its
data-rich, descriptive accounts of the women’s experiences. The
excerpts based on interview transcripts with the women are
lengthy and rich in detail providing the reader with a vivid
insight into the women’s own understanding of their lives fol-
lowing migration.”      Tracey Reynolds, London South Bank University

By linking the experiences of immigrant families with the
increased reliance on cheap and flexible workers for care and
domestic work in Southern Europe, this study documents the lived
experiences of neglected actors of globalization — migrant women
— as well as the transformations of Western families more gener-
ally. However, while describing in detail the structural and cultural
contexts within which these women have to operate, the book
questions dominant paradigms about women as passive victims of
patriarchal structures and brings out instead their agency and the
creative ways in which they take control of their lives in often dif-
ficult circumstances. 

Volume 30, New Directions in Anthropology
March 2010, 262 pages, 2 maps, 9 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-618-4 Hardback $90.00/£53.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK!

DOCUMENTING TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION
Jordanian Men Working and Studying in Europe, Asia and
North America
Richard Antoun†, Binghamton University

“This book provides very rich material on long-term experiences
of Arab migrants abroad and contributes to the literature on
migration and Arab diasporas.” JRAI 

Most studies on transnational migration either stress assimilation,
circulatory migration, or the negative impact of migration. This
remarkable study, which covers migrants from one Jordanian vil-
lage to 17 different countries in Europe, Asia, and North America,
emphasizes the resiliency of transnational migrants after long
periods of absence, social encapsulation, and stress, and their
ability to construct social networks and reinterpret traditions in
such a way as to mix the old and the new in a scenario that
incorporates both worlds. Focusing on the humanistic aspects of
the migration experience, this book examines questions such as
birth control, women’s work, retention of tribal law, and the
changing attitudes of migrants towards themselves, their families,
their home communities, and their nation. 

Volume 25, New Directions in Anthropology
Available, 336 pages, 32 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-649-8 Paperback $34.95/£23.00
ISBN 978-1-84545-037-3 Hardback $90.00/£58.00 [2005]
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THE TRANSNATIONAL CONDITION
Protest Dynamics in an Entangled Europe
Edited by Simon Teune, Social Science Research Center, Berlin

“The volume makes a substantial contribution to the study of
social movements and of the many social processes related to
globalization. It addresses deficits and limitations in the existing
literature on transnational movements in ways that should help
movement scholars to frame the issues in new and more com-
plex ways.”  Joe Bandy, Bowdoin College

During the last two decades Europe has experienced a rise in
transnational contention. Citizens are crossing borders to advance
alternative visions of Europe. They spread protest concepts and
tactics and explore new ways of organizing dissent. Far from
being a recent phenomenon, transnational protest is obviously
more salient in a world of international corporations and global
political interaction, compounded by electronic communication and
cheap travel. The transnational condition permeates all aspects of
protest organization and dynamics—from individual biographies to
activist networks to cycles of contention. The contributors offer
insight into this multi-faceted condition by combining rich empiri-
cal evidence with reflections on the problems of transnational
research.

Volume 4, Protest, Culture, and Society 
August 2010, 244 pages, 18 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-728-0 Hardback $70.00/£40.00

REFUGEES FROM NAZI GERMANY AND THE
LIBERAL EUROPEAN STATES
Edited by Frank Caestecker, University of Ghent, and Bob
Moore, University of Sheffield

“The present volume is the first one to attempt to place the his-
tory of refugee policies squarely in the general context of immi-
gration policies for a particular group of states: those with a lib-
eral political system (and a history of liberal immigration policies
before the First World War) close to Germany, usually sharing a
land border with Germany which was difficult to protect against
unauthorized immigration…Without doubt, the volume brings
together important work by internationally recognized specialists
in their field”. Andreas Fahrmeir, Frankfurt University

Based on a comparative analysis of national case studies, this vol-
ume deals with the challenges that the pre-1939 movement of
refugees from Germany and Austria posed to the immigration con-
trols in the countries of interwar Europe. Although Europe takes
center-stage, this volume also looks beyond, to the Middle East,
Asia and America. This global perspective outlines the constraints
under which European policy makers (and the refugees) had to
make decisions. By also considering the social implications of poli-
cies that became increasingly protectionist and nationalistic, and
bringing into focus the similarities and differences between
European liberal states in admitting the refugees, it offers an
important contribution to the wider field of research on political
and administrative practices.

January 2010, 358 pages, 5 graphs, 11 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-587-3 Hardback $110.00/£64.00

IMMIGRATION POLICY IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC
OF GERMANY
Negotiating Membership and Remaking the Nation
Douglas B. Klusmeyer, American University and Demetrios
G. Papademetriou, Migration Policy Institute

“The authors are two of the most innovative and refreshing
thinkers on migration and integration policy worldwide.”

Rita Süssmuth, Chair of the EU High Level Group 

"...[T]he most authoritative and comprehensive study ever writ-
ten on German immigration, citizenship and asylum policies."

Rainer Münz, Hamburg Institute of International Economics

“…masterful, comprehensive, and incisive book…the definitive
analysis of this vexing policy arena in Germany.”

John Mollenkopf, Director, Center for Urban Research, CUNY

“…a very timely and important book...”
Terri E. Givens, University of Texas at Austin

German migration policy now stands at a major crossroad, caught
between a fifty-year history of missed opportunities and serious
new challenges. Focusing on these new challenges that German
policy makers face, the authors, both internationally recognized in
this field, use historical argument, theoretical analysis, and empiri-
cal evaluation to advance a more nuanced understanding of
recent initiatives and the implications of these initiatives. This
important volume offers a comprehensive and critical examination
of the history of German migration law and policy from the
Federal Republic’s inception in 1949 to the present. 

Available, 336 pages, 17 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-611-5 Hardback $95.00/£58.00

MUSEUMS, THE MEDIA AND REFUGEES
Stories of Crisis, Control and Compassion
Katherine Goodnow, University of Bergen, Jack Lohman,
Bergen National Academy of the Arts, and Philip Marfleet,
University of East London

This volume reflects on museum practice and the contexts, stories,
and images of asylum seekers and refugees prevalent in our mass
media. Based on case studies from Australia, New Zealand, and
the United Kingdom, the overall findings are illustrative of narra-
tives and images common to museums and the media throughout
the world. They aim to challenge political rhetoric and populist
media imagery and consider what forms of dissent are likely to be
sustained and what narratives ultimately break through and can
lead to empathy and positive political change. 

Volume 3, Museums and Diversity
Available, 208 pages, 38 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-542-2 Paperback $39.95/£22.00
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BIOPOLITICS, MILITARISM, AND DEVELOPMENT
Eritrea in the Twenty-First Century
Edited by David O'Kane, University of Auckland, and Tricia
Redeker Hepner, University of Tennessee

“This book is overwhelmingly positive. The six core chapters are
frankly wonderful, and tell us an enormous amount, on the basis
of poignant personal observation linked to a sophisticated
awareness of broader global trends and its associated literature,
that desperately needs to be brought to a wider audience.”  

Christopher Clapham, University of Cambridge

Bringing together original, contemporary ethnographic research on
the Northeast African state of Eritrea, this book shows how
biopolitics - the state-led deployment of disciplinary technologies
on individuals and population groups - is assuming particular
forms in the twenty-first century. The contributions to this volume
reveal and interpret the links between development and develop-
mentalist ideologies, intensifying militarism, and the controlling
and disciplining of human lives and bodies by state institutions,
policies, and discourses. 

Volume 6, Dislocations
Available, 236 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-567-5 Hardback $80.00/£50.00

'THE LAND IS DYING'
Contingency, Creativity and Conflict in Western Kenya
Paul Wenzel Geissler, University of Oslo and Ruth Jane
Prince, Cambridge University

Based on several years of ethnographic fieldwork, the book
explores life in and around a Luo-speaking village in western
Kenya during a time of death: the epidemic of HIV/AIDS, which by
the turn of the century had affected every aspect of sociality and
pervaded villagers' debates about the past, the future and the
ethics of everyday life. Central to such debates is a concern with
touch in the broad sense of concrete, material contact between
persons. Under the pressure of illness and death, economic hard-
ship and land scarcity, as well as bitter struggles about the rele-
vance and application of Christianity and "Luo tradition" in daily
life, people found it difficult to agree about the role of touch in
engendering growth, or indeed about the aims of growth itself. 

Volume 5, Epistemologies of Healing
April 2010, 424 pages, maps, illus., graphs, index
ISBN 978-1-84545-481-4 Hardback $95.00/£63.00

THE HADRAMI DIASPORA
Community-Building on the Indian Ocean Rim
Leif Manger, University of Bergen

“A fascinating subject, based on extensive fieldwork and excel-
lent case studies of diaspora communities.” 
Christopher Davidson, Centre for Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies, Durham

The Hadramis of South Yemen and the emergence of their dias-
poric communities throughout the Indian Ocean region are a fas-
cinating subject within the history of migration. The author
expertly elucidates the complexity of the diasporic process, show-
ing how it contrasts with the conventional understanding of the
Hadrami diaspora as an unchanging society with predefined cul-
tural characteristics originating in the homeland. 

August 2010, 220 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-742-6 Hardback $60.00/£35.00

CHANGING IDENTIFICATIONS AND ALLIANCES IN
NORTH-EAST AFRICA
Volume I: Ethiopia and Kenya
Edited by Günther Schlee, Max Planck Institute and
Elizabeth E. Watson, University of Cambridge

“… an excellent introduction to the region and its interconnected
peoples, as well as a useful guide to ethnographical approaches
applied by international scholarship. ... mostly remarkably suc-
cessfully …is a really worthwhile volume with much to offer at
first reading, and as a future reference source”
Cedric Barnes, SOAS/Africa Research Group, Foreign and Commonwealth Office

Forms of group identity play a prominent role in everyday lives
and politics in northeast Africa. Case studies from Sudan, Ethiopia,
Uganda, and Kenya illustrate the way that identities are formed
and change over time, and how local, national, and international
politics are interwoven. Specific attention is paid to the impact of
modern weaponry, new technologies, religious conversion, food
and land shortages, international borders, civil war, and displace-
ment on group identities. 

Volume 2, Integration and Conflict Studies
Available, 268 pages, 6 maps, 13 photos, 2 figs, 3 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-603-0 Hardback $95.00/£55.00

CHANGING IDENTIFICATIONS AND ALLIANCES IN
NORTH-EAST AFRICA
Volume II: Sudan, Uganda, and the Ethiopia-Sudan
Borderlands
Edited by Günther Schlee, Max Planck Institute and Elizabeth
E. Watson, University of Cambridge

“This in an excellent volume…[that] brings together papers of a
uniformly high standard by some of the most experienced and
knowledgeable scholars working on this region...It is an original
and valuable collection...which provides a sensitive and nuanced
exploration of the meaning of identity in everyday lives as well
as in relation to conflict and government.”

Cherry Leonardi, Durham University

Forms of group identity play a prominent role in everyday lives
and politics in north-east Africa. These volumes provide an inter-
disciplinary account of the nature and significance of ethnic, reli-
gious, and national identity in north-east Africa. Case studies from
Sudan, Ethiopia, Uganda, and Kenya illustrate the way that identi-
ties are formed and change over time, and how local, national,
and international politics are interwoven. Specific attention is paid
to the impact of modern weaponry, new technologies, religious
conversion, food and land shortages, international borders, civil
war, and displacement on group identities.

Volume 3, Integration and Conflict Studies 
Available, 268 pages, 5 maps, 13 figs, 2 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-604-7 Hardback $95.00/£55.00
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ZIMBABWE’S NEW DIASPORA
Displacement and the Cultural Politics of Survival
Edited by JoAnn McGregor, University College London and
Ranka Primorac, University of Southampton

“… provides plenty of resources... offers a creative and intelli-
gent contribution to the wider academic literature on diasporas.”

Jennifer Robinson, UCL 

“… is to be welcomed as a considerable addition to the growing
literature on African migrants and refugees in Europe and else-
where” Ralph Grillo, University of Sussex 

Zimbabwe’s crisis since 2000 has produced a dramatic global scat-
tering of people. This volume investigates this enforced dispersal,
and the processes shaping the emergence of a new ‘diaspora’ of
Zimbabweans abroad, focusing on the most important concentra-
tions in South Africa and in Britain. Not only is this the first book
on the diasporic connections created through Zimbabwe’s multi-
faceted crisis, but it also offers an innovative combination of
research on the political, economic, cultural and legal dimensions
of movement across borders and survival thereafter with a discus-
sion of shifting identities and cultural change. 

Volume 31, Forced Migration
June 2010, 268 pages, 3 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-658-0 Hardback $80.00/£47.00

POLITICS OF INNOCENCE
Hutu Identity, Conflict and Camp Life
Simon Turner, Danish Institute for International Studies

"Turner’s book offers fascinating insights into the daily realities
in a refugee camp"     Pieter Geschiere, University of Amsterdam

“This work represents a major contribution to the understanding
of camp life in refugee contexts. Given the limited number of
texts in English on the Burundi conflict and refugee contexts,
this work will be of considerable significance.”

Patricia Daley, Oxford University 

Based on thorough ethnographic fieldwork in a refugee camp in
Tanzania this book provides a rich account of the benevolent “dis-
ciplining mechanisms” of humanitarian agencies, led by the
UNHCR, and of the situated, dynamic, indeterminate, and fluid
nature of identity (re)construction in the camp. While the
refugees are expected to behave as innocent, helpless victims, the
question of victimhood among Burundian Hutu is increasingly
challenged, following the 1993 massacres in Burundi and the
Rwandan genocide. The book explores how different groups with-
in the camp apply different strategies to cope with these issues
and how the question of innocence and victimhood is itself
imbued with ambiguity, as young men struggle to recuperate their
masculinity and their political subjectivity.

Volume 30, Forced Migration
June 2010, 200 pages, maps, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-691-7 Hardback $60.00/£40.00

DETERRITORIALIZED YOUTH
Sahrawi and Afghan Refugees at the Margins of the Middle East
Edited by Dawn Chatty, Oxford University

This book compares and contrasts both the stereotypes and
Western-based models of humanitarian assistance among Sahrawi
youth with the lack of programming and near total self-sufficiency
of Afghan refugee youth in Iran. Both extremes offer an important
opportunity to further explore the impact which forced migration
and prolonged conflict have had, and continue to have, on the
lives of these refugee youth and their families. This study exam-
ines refugee communities closely linked with the United Nations
High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) and a host of other UN
agencies in the case of the Sahrawi and near total lack of human-
itarian aid in the case of Afghan refugees in Iran.

Volume 29, Forced Migration
April 2010, 256 pages, 13 ills., 1 map, 28 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-653-5 Hardback $90.00/£55.00

THE EARLY MORNING PHONECALL
Somali Refugees’ Remittances
Anna Lindley, University of London

““This is an interesting, humane, thoughtful and well-written
account of Somali remittances… Lindley's data on remittances in
conflict-affected areas is remarkably detailed and rich, while her
multi-sited fieldwork approach provides an excellent insight into
the complexities of engaging in transnational livelihoods for all
those involved.”

Cindy Horst, Senior Researcher, International Peace Research Institute Oslo

This book explores the dynamics, infrastructure, and far-reaching
effects of remittances from the perspectives of people in the
Somali regions and the diaspora. With conflict driving mass dis-
placement, Somali society has become progressively transnational,
its vigorous remittance economy reaching from the heart of the
global North into wrecked cities, refugee camps, and remote rural
areas. By ‘following the money’ the author opens a window on
the everyday lives of people caught up in processes of conflict,
migration, and development. 

Volume 28, Forced Migration
May 2010, 188 pages, 18 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-644-3 Hardback $70.00/£41.00

MATERIALISING EXILE
Material Culture and Embodied Experience among the Karenni
Refugees in Thailand
Sandra Dudley, University of Leicester

“This is an eloquently composed text with high scholarly merits.”
Hazel Lang, Australian National University 

Focusing on the highly diverse Karenni refugee population living in
camps on the Thai-Burma border, this innovative book explores
materiality, embodiment, memory, imagination, and identity
among refugees, providing new and important ways of under-
standing how refugees make sense of experience, self, and other.
It examines how and to what ends refugees perceive, represent,
manipulate, use as metaphor, and otherwise engage with material
objects and spaces, and includes a focus on the real and
metaphorical journeys that bring about and perpetuate exile. 

Volume 27, Forced Migration
March 2010, 220 pages, 14 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-640-5 Hardback $80.00/£50.00
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REMAKING HOME
Reconstructing Life, Place and Identity in Rome and Amsterdam
Maja Korac, University of East London

Rather than emphasising boundaries and territories by examining
the ‘integration’ and ‘acculturation’ of the immigrant or the
refugee, this book offers insights into the ideas and practices of
individuals settling into new societies and cultures. It analyses
their ideas of connecting and belonging; their accounts of the
past, the present and the future; the interaction and networks of
relations; practical strategies; and the different meanings of
‘home’ and belonging that are constructed in new sociocultural
settings. The author uses empirical research to explore the experi-
ences of refugees from the successor states of Yugoslavia, who
are struggling to make a home for themselves in Amsterdam and
Rome. 

Volume 26, Forced Migration
Available, 196 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-391-6 Hardback $60.00/£38.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK!

YEARS OF CONFLICT
Adolescence, Political Violence and Displacement
Edited by Jason Hart, University of Oxford

Recent years have witnessed a significant growth of interest in
the consequences of political violence and displacement for the
young. However, when speaking of “children” commentators have
often taken the situation of those in early and middle childhood
as representative of all young people under eighteen years of
age. As a consequence, the specific situation of adolescents
negotiating the processes of transition towards social adulthood
amidst conditions of violence and displacement is commonly over-
looked. Years of Conflict provides a much-needed corrective.
Drawing upon perspectives from anthropology, psychology, and
media studies as well as the insights of those involved in pro-
grammatic interventions, it describes and analyses the experiences
of older children facing the challenges of daily life in settings of
conflict, post-conflict and refuge. Several authors also reflect
upon methodological issues in pursuing research with young peo-
ple in such settings. The accounts span the globe, taking in
Liberia, Afghanistan, South Africa, Peru, Jordan, UK/Western
Europe, Eastern Africa, Iran, USA, and Colombia.

Volume 25, Forced Migration
March 2010, 352 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-529-3 Paperback $34.95/£21.00
ISBN 978-1-84545-528-6 Hardback $95.00/£47.50 [2008]

NEW IN PAPERBACK!

NOT BORN A REFUGEE WOMAN
Contesting Identities, Rethinking Practices
Edited by Maroussia Hajdukowski-Ahmed, McMaster University,
Nazilla Khanlou, University of Toronto, and Helene Moussa,
formerly the executive secretary for World Council of Churches

“…a compelling collection of testimonies, dialogues, research and
experiences with displaced women in a diversity of locales and
from a diversity of angles… will be of interest to a wide audience
of scholars, students, policy makers, advocates and service
providers interested in a wide range of domains related to gen-
der and forced migrations.”        Journal of Refugee Studies 

“…a valuable text that is bound to challenge students and teach-
ers alike, in both our methodologies and our personal desires for
an easy consumption of knowledge about the world and our-
selves.” Women's Review of Books 

Not Born a Refugee Woman is an in-depth inquiry into the identi-
ty construction of refugee women. It challenges and rethinks cur-
rent identity concepts, policies, and practices in the context of a
globalizing environment, and in the increasingly racialized post-
September 11th context, from the perspective of refugee women.
Through the analysis of local examples and international case
studies, the authors critically examine gendered and interrelated
factors such as location, humanitarian aid, race, cultural norms,
and current psycho-social research that affect the identity and
well being of refugee women. 

Volume 24, Forced Migration
Available, 336 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-704-4 Paperback $34.95/£21.00 
ISBN 978-1-84545-497-5 Hardback $100.00/£60.00 [2008]

NEW IN PAPERBACK!

'BROTHERS' OR OTHERS?
Propriety and Gender for Muslim Arab Sudanese in Egypt
Anita Fábos, University of East London

Muslim Arab Sudanese in Cairo have played a fundamental role in
Egyptian history and society during many centuries of close rela-
tions between Egypt and Sudan. Although the government and
official press describes them as ‘brothers’ in a united Nile Valley,
recent political developments in Egypt have underscored the pre-
carious legal status of Sudanese in Cairo. Neither citizens nor for-
eigners, they are in an uncertain position, created in part through
an unusual ethnic discourse which does not draw principally on
obvious characteristics of difference. This rich ethnographic study
shows instead that Sudanese ethnic identity is created from
deeply held social values, especially those concerning gender and
propriety, shared by Sudanese and Egyptian communities. The
resulting ethnic identity is ambiguous and flexible, allowing
Sudanese to voice their frustrations and make claims for their own
uniqueness while acknowledging the identity that they share with
the dominant Egyptian community. 

Volume 22, Forced Migration
November 2010, 200 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-989-5 Paperback $29.95/£17.50
ISBN 978-1-84545-018-2 Hardback $70.00/£35.00 [2008]
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NEW IN 2010!

ASIA PACIFIC WORLD
The Journal of the International Association 
of Asia Pacific Studies
Editor: Malcolm Cooper
Managing Editor: Emma Barber

Asia Pacific World is a peer-reviewed, scholarly journal that focus-
es on the social, political, cultural and economic development of
the Asia Pacific region. The Journal discusses issues of current and
future concern for the Asia Pacific, and its relations with the rest
of the world. It is published twice a year in the Spring and
Autumn. Features include general articles, book reviews and
review articles. 

A forum for scholars carrying out research on the region, Asia
Pacific World presents cutting edge analysis in the areas of, but
not limited to, Sociology and Cultural Studies, History, Politics and
International Relations, Economic Development, Social Welfare,
Tourism, Environment, ICT, New Media and their impact on the
region, and the Journal invites contributions from this wide range
of disciplines.

Volume 1/2010, 2 issues p.a.
ISSN 2042-6143 (Print) • ISSN 2042-6151(Online)
www.journals.berghahnbooks.com/apw

NEW IN 2010!

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SOCIAL QUALITY
(formerly the European Journal of Social Quality)
Editor-in-Chief: Ka Lin

The official journal of the European Foundation on Social Quality
and the Asian Consortium for Social Quality Research 

IJSQ is a multidisciplinary journal dedicated to the publication of
research conforming to the highest scientific standards. It publish-
es articles relevant to social quality from a wide frame of refer-
ence with local, national or international dimensions, such as
social development, social analysis, community mobilization, com-
parative regional research, human security, social harmony and
global socio-economic policies. Of particular focus are articles
that compare social quality with other approaches to assessments
of individual or societal well-being and consider its role in ques-
tions of sustainability. IJSQ provides a forum for scientists,
researches, policy makers and practitioners to discuss issues relat-
ed to social quality based on qualitative and quantitative meth-
ods, social and policy analyses, normative debate and action-ori-
ented case studies. Its core mission is to provide the scientific evi-
dence-base from which to improve the conditions of social quality
across the globe and ensure its sustainability.

Volume 1 (2010), 2 issues p.a.
ISSN: 1461-7919 (Print) • ISSN: 1752-2315 (Online)
www.journals.berghahnbooks.com/ijsq

COMING IN 2011!

REGIONS AND COHESION
Editors: Harlan Koff and Carmen Maganda

The journal of the Consortium for Comparative Research on
Regional Integration and Social Cohesion (RISC), a crossregional,
interdisciplinary, and multi-lingual network of research institutes
in Europe, North and South America

Regions and Cohesion provides a needed platform for academics
and practitioners alike to disseminate both empirical research and
normative analysis of topics related to human security and social
cohesion. It covers themes, such as the management of strategic
resources, environment and society, social risk and marginaliza-
tion, disasters and policy responses, violence, war and urban
security, the quality of democracy, development, public health,
immigration, human rights, organized crime, and cross-border
human security. 

Interdisciplinary in nature and multi-lingual in character (English,
French, Spanish), the journal promotes the comparative examina-
tion of the human and environmental impacts of various aspects
of regional integration across geographic areas, time periods, and
policy arenas

Volume 1/2011, 3 issues p.a.
ISSN: 2152-906X (Print) • ISSN: 2152-9078 (Online)
www.journals.berghahnbooks.com/reco
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ANTHROPOLOGICAL JOURNAL OF EUROPEAN CULTURES
Editor: Ullrich Kockel

Published since 1990, AJEC engages with current debates and
innovative research agendas addressing the social and cultural
transformations of contemporary European societies. The journal
serves as an important forum for ethnographic research in and on
Europe, which in this context is not defined narrowly as a geopo-
litical entity but rather as a meaningful cultural construction in
people's lives, which both legitimates political power and calls
forth practices of resistance and subversion. By presenting both
new field studies and theoretical reflections on the history and
politics of studying culture in Europe anthropologically, AJEC
encompasses different academic traditions of engaging with its
subject, from social and cultural anthropology to European 
ethnology.

Volume 19/2010, 2 issues p.a.
ISSN: 1755-2923 (Print) • ISSN: 1755-2931 (Online)

FOCAAL
Journal of Global and Historical Anthropology
Editors: Don Kalb, Oscar Salemink, and Gavin Smith

Focaal advocates an approach that rests in the simultaneity of
ethnography, processual analysis, local insights, and global vision.
The journal is rooted in debates on the ongoing conjunction of
anthropology and history and the incorporation of local research
settings in wider spatial networks of coercion, imagination, and
exchange. 

Nos. 56, 57, & 58/2010
ISSN: 0920-1297 (Print) • 1558-5263 (Online)

LEARNING AND TEACHING
The International Journal of Higher Education in the Social Sciences
Editors: Penny Welch, Humanities and Susan Wright

Learning and Teaching (LATISS) is a peer-reviewed journal that
uses the social sciences to reflect critically on learning and teach-
ing in the changing context of higher education. The journal
invites students and staff to explore their education practices in
the light of changes in their institutions, national higher educa-
tion policies, the strategies of international agencies, and devel-
opments associated with the so-called international knowledge
economy. 

Volume 3/2010, 3 issues p.a.
ISSN 1755-2273 (Print) • ISSN 1755-2281 (Online)

THEORIA
A Journal of Social and Political Theory
Editor-in-Chief: Lawrence Hamilton

Published in association with the Faculty of Humanities,
Development and Social Sciences, University of KwaZulu-Natal

Theoria is an engaged, multidisciplinary and peer-reviewed journal of
social and political theory. Its purpose is to address, through scholarly
debate, the many challenges posed to intellectual life by the major
social, political and economic forces that shape the contemporary world.
Thus it is principally concerned with questions such as how modern sys-
tems of power, processes of globalization and capitalist economic
organization bear on matters such as justice, democracy and truth. 

Volume 52/2010, 4 issues p.a.
ISSN: 0040-5817 (Print) • ISSN: 1558-5816 (Online)

FRENCH POLITICS, CULTURE & SOCIETY
Editor: Herrick Chapman

FPC&S is jointly sponsored by the Institute of French Studies at
New York University and the Minda de Gunzburg Center for
European Studies at Harvard University

FPC&S explores modern and contemporary France from the per-
spectives of the social sciences, history, and cultural analysis. It
also examines the relationship of France to the larger world, espe-
cially Europe, the United States, and the former French Empire.
The editors also welcome pieces on recent debates and events, as
well as articles that explore the connections between French socie-
ty and cultural expression of all sorts (such as art, film, literature,
and popular culture). Issues devoted to a single theme appear
from time to time. With refereed research articles, timely essays,
and reviews of books in many disciplines, FPC&S provides a forum
for learned opinion and the latest scholarship on France.

ISSN: 1537-6370 (Print) • ISSN: 1558-5271 (Online)
Volume 28/2010, 3 issues p.a.

GERMAN POLITICS AND SOCIETY
Editor: Jeffrey J. Anderson

GPS is a joint publication of the BMW Center for German and
European Studies (of the Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign
Service, Georgetown University) and all North American universities
featuring programs and centers of German and European studies
associated with the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD). 

GPS is a peer-reviewed journal published and distributed by
Berghahn Journals. It is the only American publication that
explores issues in modern Germany from the combined perspec-
tives of the social sciences, history, and cultural studies. The jour-
nal provides a forum for critical analysis and debate about poli-
tics, history, film, literature, visual arts, and popular culture in
contemporary Germany. Every issue includes contributions by
renowned scholars commenting on recent books about Germany.

ISSN: 1045-0300 (Print) • ISSN: 1558-5441 (Online)
Volume 28/2010, 4 issues p.a.

ISRAEL STUDIES FORUM
An Interdisciplinary Journal
Editor: Ilan Peleg

ISF is the journal of the Association for Israel Studies, an interna-
tional and interdisciplinary scholarly organization dedicated to the
study of all aspects of Israeli society, history, politics, and culture. 

Membership to the AIS includes a subscription to ISF - Join today!

ISF explores modern and contemporary Israel from the perspective
of the social sciences, history, the humanities, and cultural stud-
ies. It also pays close attention to the relationships of Israel to
the larger world, especially the Palestinians and other Arabs, the
United States, Europe, and other international actors.

ISSN: 1065-7711 (Print) • ISSN: 1558-545X (Online)
Volume 25/2010, 3 issues p.a.
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